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Abstract— Event boundary detection is in and of itself a useful
application in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Typically, it
includes the detection of a large-scale spatial phenomenon such as
the transportation front line of a contamination or the diagnosis
of network health. In this paper, we present SEBD, a fully
distributed and light-weight Secure Event Boundary Detection
scheme, which implements secure and fault-tolerant detection of
event boundaries in an adversarial environment. An efficient key
establishment protocol is first proposed which establishes location
based keys at each sensor node to secure the communications.
The idea of location-based keys also effectively minimizes the
impact of node compromise such that a compromised node
cannot impersonate other nodes at locations other than where it
is. Then a collaborative endorsement scheme is designed to allow
multiple nodes collectively endorsing a valid boundary claim
for increased resilience against node compromise. SEBD further
develops an enhanced (nonparametric) statistical model that
supports localized detection and shows a much better accuracy
and fault tolerance property as compared to previous models.
The security strength and performance of SEBD are evaluated
by both analysis and simulations.

Index Terms— Security, wireless sensor network, event bound-
ary detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

AN important application of WSNs is to monitor, detect,
and report the occurrences of events of interest, such as

forest fire, environment temperature, chemical spills, network
health, etc. [1]–[4]. Due to the strict resource limitations
(e.g., battery power, bandwidth, etc.) of sensor nodes and
the nature of some events, it is not feasible to collect all
sensor measurements and compute event boundaries in a
centralized manner [4], [5]. A localized approach that allows
in-network processing is therefore demanded. Sensor nodes
are expected to collaborate with each other based on each own
local view and provide a global picture for spatially distributed
phenomena with greatly improved efficiency. Recently, several
localized boundary detection schemes have been proposed
[3], [4], [6]–[8]. All these schemes assume a trustworthy
environment, and would fail in adversarial environments. Their
resilience to node random measurement error is also very
limited. However, for WSNs deployed in security-sensitive
environments, it is critical for an event boundary detection
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scheme to be highly resilient against both node compromise
and random fault.

In this paper, we study how to securely detect event bound-
ary in WSNs under adversarial environments with enhanced
fault-tolerance. In a trustworthy environment, each node re-
ports its measurements honestly and a node with erroneous
measurements will suppress/abort its own observation based
on the information collected from other nodes in its neighbor-
hood. However, this is not true in an adversarial environment
where malicious compromised nodes exist. Compromised
nodes can always lie about its measurements, claim to be a
boundary node when it is not, or refuse to report itself as
a boundary node when it is. Moreover, compromised nodes
may also collude to fabricate non-existing event boundary to
deceive the sink and cause erroneous actions taken. Sensor
random measurement error further complicates the problem.
Hence, to fully address these problems, the interferences from
both node compromise and random measurement fault should
be taken into consideration.

We propose a Secure Event Boundary Detection (SEBD)
scheme, which allows secure detection of event boundaries
in a localized manner, and is highly resilient against both
node compromise and random measurement fault. In SEBD,
with an efficient key establishment protocol, each sensor node
establishes a unique secret key shared only with the sink,
and several pairwise secret keys each shared with one of
its neighbors. Those keys are bound to a node’s physical
location so even if the node is compromised, the impact is
effectively confined to that particular node and at its particular
location only. In SEBD, each node senses its local environment
independently. Once an event of interest is detected, senor
nodes first exchange their measurements among neighbors
and benign nodes suppress possible faulty measurements
following a majority rule. To enhance fault tolerance and
prevent fabrication, once a node is detected as a boundary
node, a number of its neighbors will collaboratively endorse
the corresponding boundary claim message. A neighbor node
endorses a boundary claim message only if the contained
information is consistent with its own knowledge. The sink
accepts a claim only when it contains a required number
of valid endorsements. A nonparametric statistical boundary
detection model is also developed, which is seamlessly in-
tegrated with the proposed security mechanism. It facilitates
localized boundary node determination, and helps to suppress
random measurement fault and malicious false readings. It
shows a much higher accuracy and better fault-tolerance and
compromise-resilience as compared to previous schemes [3],
[4], [6]. The performance and security strength of the proposed
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SEBD are examined by analysis and extensive simulation
study.

A. Related Work

Several localized event boundary detection schemes have
been proposed recently [3], [4], [6]–[9]. Among them,
Clouqueur, et. al. [9] sought algorithms to collaboratively
detect the presence of a target in a region. Each sensor
obtains the target energy (or local decision) from all other
sensors in the region, drops extreme values if faulty sensors
exist, computes the average, and then compares it with a pre-
determined threshold for final decision. Krishnamachari et.
al. [3] proposed several localized threshold based decision
schemes to detect both faulty sensors and event regions. The
0/1 decision predicates from the neighborhood are collected
and the number of neighbors with the same predicates are
calculated. This number is used for the final decision based on
a majority vote. Another work that targets localized boundary
detection in sensor networks was proposed by Chintalapudi
et. al. in [6]. All of the three schemes in [6] take as inputs
the 0/1 decision predicates from neighboring sensors. The
statistical approach computes the number of 0’s and 1’s in
the neighborhood and a boundary sensor is detected if its
neighbors contain a “similar” number of 0’s and 1’s. Here the
“similarity” is defined based on a threshold value that can be
obtained based on a lookup table. Ding et. al. further proposed
a similar approach [6] that takes as input not only binary 0/1
decision predicates but also real values that abstract sensor
readings or sensor behaviors [4]. Note that all these schemes
work in trustworthy environments.

Meanwhile, several schemes have been proposed to provide
secure discrete event detection under adversarial environments
[10]–[15]. In these schemes, every single event of interest
is assumed to be detectable by at least T nodes, where T
is a predefined threshold value and usually very small (<
10). The approach adopted in these schemes is to let every
valid event detection report be collaboratively generated and
independently endorsed by T nodes that have detected the
event simultaneously. Cryptographic techniques are then used
to generate such endorsements to allow both en-route and
sink verification, while keeping the event report as short as
possible. However, this approach can not be applied to a large-
scale event directly, since it is neither feasible nor necessary
for all the nodes in the event region to report its detection back
to the sink due to the stringent resource constraints in WSNs.
So far, there is no published work on secure protocols that aim
to correctly identify and communicate event boundaries, rather
than the event itself, in the presence of both node compromise
and random node measurement faults.

B. Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce the problem of securing event boundary
detection in WSNs for applications related to large-scale
spatial phenomena monitoring, and show how existing
boundary detection schemes would fail in adversarial
environments.

• We present a Secure Event Boundary Detection (SEBD)
scheme, which is to the best of our knowledge the first
protocol of its kind to secure event boundary detection in
WSNs. SEBD withstands many types of attacks as will
be discussed in Section III.

• We propose an enhanced statistic model for localized
event boundary detection with proactive faulty mea-
surements correction. Our model is more accurate and
robust against node compromise and random fault as
compared to existing schemes [3], [4], [6]. Moreover, it is
nonparametric without relying on any prior knowledge of
node compromise and fault probability, which, however,
is required by existing schemes to achieve optimal results
[4], [6].

• We use extensive simulations to evaluate SEBD, and
show a very good performance and security strength, even
when node compromise and fault probability reaches as
high as 20%.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II details the proposed SEBD. The security analysis of
SEBD is given in Section III. Section IV reports the simulation
results of SEBD regarding both performance and security
strength. Section V concludes the paper.

II. SEBD: THE SCHEME

A. Problem Identification

In this part, we describe how the event boundary detection
schemes proposed under trustworthy environments would fail
in adversarial environments. In adversarial environments, sen-
sor nodes could be compromised and controlled by the attacker
[16]. These compromised nodes will lie about their measure-
ments and result in severe security threat, which greatly jeopar-
dizes boundary detection functionality of a WSN. Both faulty
nodes and compromised nodes may inappropriately cause non-
boundary nodes (including themselves) to be recognized as
boundary nodes due to the nature of statistical method used
by most of exiting schemes. However, the damage caused by
the compromised nodes is much worse than that of faulty
nodes. This is because a faulty node is still a benign node, and
would suppress its own measurements after referring to other
measurements in its neighborhood. However, a compromised
node will always lie about its measurements, report itself as
a boundary node when it is not, and suppress such claims
when it is1. A collection of compromised nodes could prevent
the event boundary from being correctly detected by present-
ing false measurement information. Moreover, compromised
nodes may collude to fabricate non-existing events and event
boundaries. They may claim such boundaries appearing at
any location of the network as desired by the attacker, not
necessarily at their own actual locations.

B. Assumptions, network model and design goal

We assume that sensor nodes are uniformly deployed in
a two-dimensional territory, i.e., a sensor field, and they are
dense enough to support fine-grained collaborative sensing.
Topology control mechanisms for such purpose have been

1When it does not lie, it does not need to be treated.
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Fig. 1. The left figure denotes a sensor field, where the event area is located inside the outer square and circle. In the figure, normal nodes are denoted as
‘◦’, compromised and faulty nodes are denoted as ‘�’. The right figure is an illustration of boundary B with r = R

2
. By definition, the nodes denoted as ‘*’

are the boundary nodes.

studied in [17]. We assume that sensor nodes are similar to the
current generation of sensor nodes (e.g., the Berkeley MICA
motes [18]) in their computation and communication capabil-
ity and power resource and they are loosely synchronized.
We assume that even if sensor nodes may execute certain
sleeping strategy for energy conservation, they can still wake
up periodically or be woken up by ceratin events to work
collaboratively, according to certain wakeup mechanism [19].
The term sensor field, denoted as S, is referred to both the
geographical region covered by the WSN, and the set of
sensors within the region. A sensor Si and its location will
be used interchangeably, that is, Si = (xi, yi). We assume
that sensor nodes can make random measurement errors, and
such nodes are called faulty nodes. (However, we do not
address location information measurement errors, since our
focus in this paper is how to securely detect event boundary
given correct location information). Furthermore, we assume
that sensor nodes can be compromised and controlled by the
adversary, whose purposes are to 1) prevent event boundary
from being correctly detected; 2) collude to fabricate non-
existing events and event boundaries.

We use a refined event boundary model as compared to
the ones in [4], [6]. Consider a phenomenon (i.e., event E)
that spans some arbitrarily shaped sub-region of S. Each
sensor can, based on locally collected measurements, deter-
mine whether it belongs to the sub-region covered by the
phenomenon or not. Ideally, a boundary node, say Si, is such a
node that every closed disc centered at Si contains both points
in E and E (that is, the boundary node should be right on the
real event boundary, denoted as BR.), where E is the ground
truth of the event covering sub-region in S, and E represents
the remaining region, i.e., E = S − E . Hence, an event
boundary, denoted as B, when represented by sensor nodes, is
simply a collection of such boundary nodes. However, due to
the actual node density in practice, an event boundary found in
this case constitutes only a very restrictive node set, which is
far from enough to approximate/reveal BR [6]. For this reason,

the notion of boundary width is introduced with its value
0 < r < R in SEBD, where R is the communication radius
of sensor nodes. In SEBD, we define a sensor node, Si, as a
boundary node, B =

⋃
i Si, ∀ i : |Si ⊥ BR| ≤ r, and Si ∈ E ,

where |Si ⊥ BR| denotes the distance between Si and BR.
The definition is illustrated in Fig.1.

Naturally, the design goal of SEBD is then to securely
identify as many nodes as possible in B (bounded by the
underlying distributed statistical model) under adversarial en-
vironments. In other words, SEBD should have a strong secu-
rity strength to prevent compromised nodes from successfully
claiming themselves as boundary nodes when they are actually
not. Furthermore, even if a compromised non-boundary node
succeeds in claiming itself as a boundary node, it should not
be able to claim the boundary at locations other than where it
is. That is, the damage caused by compromised nodes should
be limited to their vicinity only.

C. Overview of SEBD

The proposed SEBD is designed to be robust against node
compromise and random fault. SEBD consists of two key
components: the underlying location-aware key management
framework, and the corresponding distributed statistic bound-
ary detection model that is seamlessly built upon the former.

Key management framework in SEBD exploits the static
and location-aware nature of WSNs. By leveraging robot-
assisted secure bootstrapping technique, a secure location-
aware key management is efficiently realized through embed-
ding location information into the keys. In SEBD, each node
possesses two different types of location-aware symmetric
keys: 1) a unique secret key shared between the node and the
sink that is used to provide node-to-sink authentication and
data confidentiality; 2) a set of neighbor pairwise keys shared
with each of the neighbor nodes respectively for node-to-node
authentication and data confidentiality.

In our design, a sensor, after having detected an event of
interest, proceeds to find out whether or not it is a boundary
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sensor. To do so, it first shares its sensing result within the
neighborhood, and then makes use of the collective sensing
result information for 1) suppressing its own potential sensing
error; 2) judging whether or not a neighbor sensor/itself is
a boundary node. If a sensor recognizes itself as boundary
node, it further proceeds to request endorsements from its
neighbors. Every neighbor sensor chooses to or not to endorse
such requests independently. The judgement is based on 1)
the collective sensing results in the neighborhood; 2) the
behavior of the sensor that seeks endorsements. In this way,
the boundary sensors are detected statistically, and, at the same
time, the illegal attempts of claiming a non-boundary node as
a boundary node are effectively suppressed. More specifically,
SEBD detects an event boundary in three essential stages: In
1) local sensing and measurement adjusting stage, each node
exchanges its event measurement in the neighborhood. Then,
every node adjusts its own measurement result according to
the majority rule. Next, in 2) distributed boundary detection
stage, each node independently determines whether or not it
is a boundary node according to the updated measurements
distribution in its neighborhood and the predefined statistic
model. Once a node judges itself as a boundary node, it makes
a boundary claim and seeks endorsements from its neighbors.
Then, a neighbor node that receives a boundary claim will
carry out a consistency check based on knowledge it learned
directly from its neighbors and will follow the same statistical
model to judge whether or not the sender is a boundary node
or not. Upon getting a positive result, the receiving node
endorses the boundary claim using the unique secret key it
has. Lastly, in 3) final message composition stage, a boundary
node constructs an overall synthesized endorsement from the
individual ones it collected from its neighbors. The sink only
accepts a boundary claim with a valid overall synthesized
endorsement.

D. The Enhanced Statistical Boundary Detection Model

The observation behind our statistical boundary detection
model is two-fold: 1) The original event measurements col-
lected from neighbor nodes usually contain faulty measure-
ments due to node measurement error and compromise; if
faulty measurements can be corrected, boundary detection can
certainly be more accurate and thus more tolerant against node
fault and compromise. 2) Statistically, a boundary node can
be determined by comparing the event measurements among
its neighbor nodes by assuming that the neighbor area of a
sensor node is so “small” in comparison to the area covered
by the entire event that the ground truth boundary can be
approximated by a straight line in this area. In Particular, a
boundary node (i.e., belonging to B) will always have the
difference between the numbers of ‘0’ and ‘1’ measurements
in its neighborhood limited by a certain threshold and its value
is determined by boundary width r given a uniform node
distribution.

In SEBD, the following specific rules are designed to reflect
the above observation:

Majority rule: A node maintains its own measurement only
when this result is the majority result within its neighborhood.
Statistically, this rule could lead to error correction, as long

ε

)(cos 1

R
r

r
−

εBoundary

R

II

Fig. 2. An illustration of areas I and II .

as sensor fault probability is less than 50%. Note that the
majority rule has been proved to be optimal based on an
Bayesian fault recognition model in detecting node random
measurement errors [8]. We refer the interested reader to [8]
for the detailed proof.

Consistency rule: Since compromised nodes may lie about
its measurements, we further require that, if a node does
not follow the majority rule, its result will be ignored by
its neighbors. This consistency rule is enforced in SEBD by
consistency verification.

Determination rule: A node recognizes itself as a boundary
node only when

1 − n+ − n−
nu

≥ γ, (1)

where n+ is the number of ‘1’ measurements in a node u’s
neighborhood, n− is the number of ‘0’s, and nu = n+ + n−
is the actual neighborhood size. Furthermore, γ is a preset
system parameter, called normalized acceptance threshold. In
contrast to the previous schemes, the optimal choice of γ in
SEBD does not rely on the sensor fault probability. In fact,
we set γ = 1 − II(r)−I(r)

πR2 , where the areas of II and I are
illustrated in Fig.2. This selection of γ is based on uniform
node distribution, since the area size is proportional to the
number of nodes located inside the area.

E. Scheme Details

1) Network initialization phase: SEBD adopts a robot-
assisted bootstrapping technique, which securely initializes
each sensor node with the required scheme parameters and the
secret symmetric keys. Specifically, we assume that a group
of mobile robots are dispatched to sweep across the whole
sensor field along pre-planned routes. Mobile robots have GPS
capabilities as well as more powerful computation and com-
munication capacities than ordinary nodes. The leading robot
is also equipped with the network master secret keys KI

M and
KII

M , and γ. To localize a node, say Siu
, mobile robots run the

secure range-based localization protocol given in [20], [21] to
first measure their respective absolute distance to node Siu

and then co-determine its location (xiu
, yiu

). Subsequently,
the leading robot computes the unique secret key that is only
shared between the sink and Siu

after bootstrapping:

KSiu
= H(KI

M |Siu
), (2)
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where ‘|’ denotes concatenation operation. It also generates a
complete list of neighbor nodes, denoted as NSiu

for a node
Siu

2, and computes a set of neighbor pairwise keys: suppose
Siv

= (xiv
, yiv

) is a neighbor of Siu
, then the neighbor

pairwise key between the two is

KSiu ,Siv
= H(KII

M |Siu
|Siv

), (3)

where Siu
< Siv

in their binary representations. The leading
robot repeats the calculation for all nodes in NSiu

and sends all
the generated keys plus γ to Siu

. Note that the authentication
between the sensor nodes and the leading robot can be easily
achieved using the technique introduced in [22]. We omit
it here for the space limit. Following this process, all the
nodes can be furnished with their respective location and
the required keys. After that, mobile robots leave the sensor
field and the leading robot should securely erase all the keys
from its memory. The assumption underlying this approach
is that adversaries do not launch active and explicit pinpoint
attacks on mobile robots at this stage which usually does
not last too long. That is, the robots are not likely subject
to compromise. However, the adversaries may still perform
relatively passive attacks such as message eavesdropping or
strategic channel inference to disturb the localization process
[20]. This assumption is reasonable in that mobile robots are
much fewer than ordinary sensor nodes and hence we can
spend more on them by enclosing them in high-quality tamper-
proof hardware and putting them under super monitoring.

2) Boundary detection phase: For each sensor node Siu
,

the following data structures are defined: listSiu
is a table

used to store the measurements from nodes in NSiu
. nu is

the actual number of the one-hop neighbors of node u, and
n′ is the expected node degree. ttSiu

is used to store current
operation time. n+ is the number of ‘1’ measurements in NSiu

,
while n− is the number of ‘0’s. EN is a list used to store
the ids of nodes having endorsed on Siu

’s boundary claim
message if any. Lastly, Mac is for final overall endorsement
constructed. Note that all of them are initialized to zero or ∅.

Upon receiving a boundary extraction request on event type
eid, from the sink or a pre-defined periodical time-out, a node
Siu

performs the measurement, notifies its neighbors of the
result, and adjusts the result according to others’ notifications
if necessary:

– Siu prepares MRSiu
:= {eid, Siu , m0, 0}, and broadcasts MRSiu

to
its neighborhood.

– Siu collects MRSij
for all Sij ∈ NSiu

and updates listSiu
, i.e., upon

receiving message MRSij
= {eid, Sij , m0, 0}, Siu updates listSiu

by including an entry (Sij , m0).
– Once having received MRSij

from all Sij ∈ NSiu
, Siu calculates the

number of ‘1’ measurements n+ and the number of ‘0’ measurements
n− from listSiu

; Siu adjusts its own measurement m as follows: if
m0 == 1 and n+ < �nu−1

2
�, Siu reverses its measurement to m1 :

= 0; if m0 == 0 and n− < �nu−1
2

�, Siu reverses its measurement to
m1 := 1, otherwise, the original measurement is retained, m1 := m0.

– Siu then broadcasts the updated MRSiu
:= {eid, Siu , m1, 1} together

with listSiu
in its neighborhood.

2#{NSiu
} = n′ on average, where n′ is the expected number of sensor

nodes in πR2 area.

Here, a measurement report message MRSiu
consists of

four fields: i) an event id, eid, ii) a node id, iii) m, a logic
value ‘0/1’, representing whether event eid is detected or not,
and iv) a ‘0/1’ valued indicator, indicating the message is
either an original measurement report or an updated report
after local adjustment for random error correction. Next, if a
node Siu

’s updated measurement is ‘1’, it proceeds to check
whether or not it is a boundary node based on the information
it received. Note that, if the measurement of Siu

is now a ‘0’,
then no further operation is needed. The following operations
are sequentially executed before reaching the decision:

– For every node Sij in NSiu
, Siu does the following consistency check

and updates listSiu
accordingly: 1) it verifies that the measurements in

the common entries in listSij
and listSiu

are consistent; and 2) it

verifies that node Sij ’s self-adjusted value, i.e., m1 in MRSij
= {

eid, Siu , m1, 1}, conforms to the majority measurements in listSij
.

– Siu then calculates n+ and n− for the updated listSiu
and further

calculates 1 − |n+−n−|
nu

. If 1 − |n+−n−|
nu

≥ γ, Siu considers itself
a boundary node and prepares a boundary claim message, BCSiu

:=
{eid, Siu , 1, ttSiu

}, where ttSiu
is a time stamp. Siu then broadcasts

{listSiu
, BCSiu

} to the neighbors to seek their endorsements. listSiu

is attached for consistency verification.

Now assume that a neighbor node, say Sij
, receives Siu

’s
boundary claim {listSiu

, BCSiu
}. Sij

proceeds as follows to
endorse the BC 3.

– Consistency check: 1) it verifies if the time stamp is fresh, i.e., within the
allowed delay interval; 2) it checks the measurement consistency of the
common entries contained in both listSiu

and its own listSij
; 3) it

carries out the same procedure to determine if node Siu is a boundary
node and verifies that the result conforms to Siu ’s claim.

– Upon successful checking, Sij endorses BCSiu
:= {eid, Siu , 1, ttSiu

}
by calculating MACSij

:= MAC(BCSiu
, KSij

), generating ERSij

:= {Sij , Siu , eid, ttSij
, E(MACSij

, KSij
,Siu

)}. It further calculates

MACSij
,Siu

:= MAC(ERSij
, KSij

,Siu
), and sends {ERSij

,

MACSij
,Siu

} back to Siu .

Here, the endorsement to BCSiu
from Sij

, i.e., MACSij
,

is a unique MAC generated over message {eid|Siu
|1|ttSiu

}
using the unique secret key KSij

shared between Sij
and the

sink. Hence, no node could forge such a MAC on behalf of
others. SEBD also ensures that only the claimed sender can
get the endorsement from the receiver/endorser: MACSij

is
sent after encryption using the neighbor pairwise key shared
between the sender and receiver. Meanwhile, MACSij

,Siu
is

computed over ERSij
using the same neighbor pairwise key

shared between the sender and receiver, which authenticates
the message sender to the receiver. The intended receiver could
therefore be assured that the endorsement is indeed from the
claimed endorser. Note that MACSiu ,Sij

�= MACSij
,Siu

.
Lastly, node Siu

collects all the ERs replied by its neighbors
after sending BCSiu

. It then constructs a final synthesized

3Below MAC(M, K) denotes the message authentication code generated
over message M using symmetric key K and E(M, K) denotes an encryp-
tion operation over message M using K.
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boundary report with appropriate endorsements from its neigh-
bors, and sends it to the sink.

– Upon receiving {ERSij
, MACSij

,Siu
} from its neighbor Sij , Siu first

checks the time stamp included in ER to make sure the freshness of the
message. It further verifies MACSij

,Siu
.

– Upon successful verification, Siu then includes Sij into EN, i.e., EN :=
EN ∪ Sij , and recovers the unique MAC generated by Sij , which is
further combined to the synthesized MAC, i.e., Mac := Mac⊕
D(E(MACSij

, KSij
,Siu

), KSiu ,Sij
), where D(M, K) denotes a

decryption operation over message M using symmetric key K and ‘⊕’
denotes exclusive or operation.

– Upon #{EN} ≥ �n′−1
2

�, Siu forms a boundary report message BRSiu

:= {BCSiu
, Mac, EN}, and forwards {BRSiu

, MACSiu ,sink} to
the sink, where MACSiu ,sink := MAC(BRSiu

, KSiu
).

A BRSiu
is accepted by the sink if and only if i)

MACSiu ,sink is authentic; and ii) t ≥ 	n′−1
2 
, where t is the

number of members in EN; and iii) all nodes in EN are indeed
the neighbors of Siu

4; and iv) Mac is authentic, which, in
other words, means that all the t individual MACSij

s are au-
thentic; Note that, in this paper, we focus on the compromise-
tolerant event boundary detection mechanism, thus we simply
assume all BRs are directly forwarded to the sink 5.

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Qualitative Analysis

The proposed SEBD presents several nice security features
as below, which greatly mitigate the security threat caused by
compromised nodes. Firstly, in SEBD, to successfully claim
itself as a boundary node, a node has to collect enough
endorsements from its neighbors so that its claim can be
accepted by the sink. Meanwhile, each sensor node inde-
pendently makes endorsement decisions by itself based on
the information it collected directly from its neighborhood.
Therefore, in contrast to existing boundary detection schemes,
before compromised nodes are able to make such claims,
a required number of endorsements have to be collected.
Secondly, even if a compromised node has collected enough
endorsements, it can only claim the boundary at its own
location. That is, the damage caused by compromised nodes
is limited to their vicinity only. This is because the location
information has been embedded into the unique secret key
shared between each node and the sink, and any claim other
than a node’s actual location will be rejected by the sink due
to lack of the corresponding unique secret key.

SEBD also withstands the following attacks:
Cheating attack: Under this attack, a compromised node

lies about some of its neighbors’ measurements in a boundary
claim message in order to deceive its neighbors and obtain the
endorsements. However, this attack will not likely succeed
in SEBD. Although a broadcast BC in plaintext cannot be
verified through cryptographic means like MAC, it is indeed
verified through consistency check, which relies on the local
and direct knowledge each node learned from its neighbor-
hood. This is so designed because, in order to provide a
cryptographically authentic BC, the sender has to attach up

4This is achieved by extracting node’s location information from its id,
and ensuring that the distance between two nodes is no farther than R.

5The sink is always assumed trustworthy and well protected.

to nu different MACs from its neighbors. This, however, will
unnecessarily waste large amounts of the precious energy and
bandwidth, and greatly decrease the protocol efficiency.

Consistency check, on the other hand, is more efficient,
and effectively prevents cheating attack because every node
in SEBD is required to maintain a table storing the mea-
surement information of its neighbors, which serves as the
information source for boundary nodes self-determination.
This table, at the same time, is also conveniently used for
consistency check: each node u independently verifies the
authenticity of a BC using its own local knowledge stored
in listSiu

. Although each node may not be able to verify the
whole information contained in a received BC, a lie about
one node’s measurement will always be detected by some
corresponding neighbor nodes, since the messages are always
broadcast. It is very hard for a compromised node to lie
about a number of nodes’ measurements simultaneously to be
falsely recognized as a boundary node (or reverse) and still
get enough endorsements without being detected. If a complete
consistency check is necessary, we may allow each node to
increase its transmission range to 2R only when broadcasting
its event measurements. Then, a listSiu

can contain the whole
measurement information of all two-hop neighbors. And, in
this case, any individual node can detect a lie in listSij

from
its immediate neighbors. Thus, the cheating attack can be
completely prevented.

Impersonating and colluding attack: Under this attack, a
compromised node may try to impersonate another node at
a different location. And compromised nodes at different
locations may collude and endorse each others’ boundary
claim message. However, this attack is not possible in SEBD
because the sink only accepts those endorsements obtained
from neighbor nodes. Since the location information is em-
bedded into the unique secret key shared between a node and
the sink, and the communication of any two neighbor nodes
is protected by the corresponding neighborhood pairwise key,
there’s no way for a node to impersonate another node or
generate a valid endorsement for a colluding node which is
not in its neighborhood.

Replay attack: Under this attack, a compromised node
may replay old messages in response to a new boundary
query. This attack is prevented in SEBD through embedding
time information in the BR messages. Any boundary report
message that is out of the pre-specified delay tolerance will
be automatically rejected.

Node Relocation and Replication Attack: Under this type of
attacks, the adversary may 1) compromise and relocate some
sensor nodes to other positions in the sensor field; 2) replicate
compromised sensors and place them to the positions of the
adversary’s interest. The goal of the adversary is to have the
compromised nodes outnumber the normal nodes at certain
areas, and hence try to cheat the sink with bogus boundary
claims. However, this type of attacks are also not possible in
SEBD because the location information is always embedded
into all the keys used to endorse the boundary claims. Similar
to the analysis for impersonating and colluding attacks, we
can easily find that the relocated sensors can never obtain the
legitimate unique secret key and the neighborhood pairwise
keys.
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Fig. 3. False detection probability vs. node compromise probability.

B. Quantitative Analysis

In SEBD, compromised and faulty nodes could still possibly
result in false recognition of non-boundary nodes (including
compromised and faulty nodes themselves) as boundary nodes.
This is because the sink accepts a boundary claim as long as
such a message is endorsed by 	n′−1

2 
 nodes, and n′ is the ex-
pected neighborhood size. That is, a compromised/faulty node
could pass its boundary claim, as long as there are no fewer
than 	n′−1

2 
 faulty/compromised nodes in its neighborhood.
However, the attack is actually very hard to succeed as the
following analysis shows.

Assume a WSN consisting of N nodes, node compromise
and fault probability pc and pf respectively, the expected
number of compromised nodes is then N(pc +pf ). Therefore,
the probability that exactly i nodes are compromised/faulty

in a neighborhood is P{i} =
(n′

i )( N−n′
N(pc+pf )−i)

( N
N(pc+pf ))

, assuming

compromised and faulty nodes are uniformly distributed in
the sensor field. Hence, the expected probability that a non-
boundary node is falsely detected as a boundary node, is

P{≥�n′−1
2 �} =

n′∑

i=�n′−1
2 �

P{i} (4)

Obviously, P{≥�n′−1
2 �} also represents the fraction of nodes

that are falsely detected as boundary nodes when there are no
events going on in a WSN.

Fig. 3 shows how the value of P{≥�n′−1
2 �} changes as node

compromise probability changes under different neighborhood
size n′. It is clearly shown that as long as n′ is reasonably large
(≥ 15), the value of P{≥�n′−1

2 �} keeps below 0.8%, given
pc ≤ 15%. Even when pc reaches as high as 20%, we still have
P{≥�n′−1

2 �} < 3% with n′ = 30. Furthermore, the number of
nodes in a single area can be modelled as poisson random
variable as we assume a uniform node distribution in WSN
[6]. This implies that, given the expected neighborhood size
(i.e., node degree) n′ ≤ 50, the probability that the number
of nodes in a neighborhood is less than n′ − 4 is very small.

ε

ε
RB

B
2/R

4/R R
Boundary Width

Tolerance Radius

Sensor Field

Fig. 4. An illustration of boundary model with r = R/4.

That is, given an expected n′, the size of a neighborhood in
WSN has an overwhelming probability to be larger than n′−4.
Therefore, in SEBD, it is very hard for compromised nodes
to fabricate non-existing events and event boundaries.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

A. Metrics for Performance and Security Strength

The following three metrics are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of SEBD. Let B

′ be the set of boundary nodes detected
by SEBD. Let B be the set of actual boundary nodes as defined
in Section III.A.

Hit Rate ef : ef represents the fraction of sensors in B that
are detected by SEBD, with respect to the size of B:

ef =
#{B ∩ B

′}
#{B} (5)

On top of boundary width r, we futher introduce the notion
of tolerance radius to characterize the distribution of the
boundary nodes detected by SEBD. In particular, any falsely
detected boundary node that has its distance to real boundary
B no more than R−r

2 is said to be within tolerance radius. We
are more interested in the fraction of falsely detected boundary
nodes that are far from the event boundary B. An illustration
of this definition is shown in Fig. 4. Based on the definition
of tolerance radius, False Detection Rate is defined.

False Detection Rate ed: ed represents the ratio of falsely
detected sensors with respect to the size of B. Here, only those
falsely detected sensors whose distance to the boundary are at
least R−r

2 are counted. Let A denote the set of falsely detected
nodes whose distance to the boundary is larger than R−r

2 .

ed =
#{A}
#{B} (6)

Furthermore, we denote the mean distance of the nodes in B
′

to BR as dB′ .
Normalized Mean Distance ew: ew represents the normal-

ized mean distance of B
′ regarding boundary width:

ew =
dB′

r
(7)
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Fig. 5. Simulation results with respect to three evaluation metrics

B. Simulation setup

In all simulations, sensor nodes are located in a 200m
by 200m area, their locations drawn from a uniform distri-
bution over the area. The radio range of all the sensors is
10m and assumed omni-directional. In all simulations, we
arbitrarily choose the boundary width r = R/2. And γ =
1− II(r= R

2 )−I(r= R
2 )

πR2 = 2π−3
√

3
3π ≈ 0.12; the areas of II and I

are illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that our γ value is independent of
node compromise probability. We report the results for event
regions with ellipses or straight lines as the boundaries. And
our simulation produces similar results for event regions with
other boundary shapes. The simulation runs under different
densities and node compromise probabilities. For each given
density and node compromise probability, the results for the
three security and performance metrics are averaged over 50
simulation runs.

C. Simulation results

In this subsection, the simulation results are reported in
details. The three performance and security strength evaluation
metrics defined in section V.A with regard to network density
and node compromise probability are reported in Fig. 5 (a), (b)
and (c), respectively. In contrast to the previous schemes, we
did not change any setting on parameters as node compromise
probability increases from 0% to 25%. That is, our simulation
results do not rely on the pre-knowledge of node compro-
mise/fault probability, which, in fact, may not be available as
a priori in many practical applications.

Firstly, we observe that the proposed SEBD performs very
well, when node compromise probability equals to zero. In this
case, the hit rate ef is always as high as 93%, no matter what
the network density n′ is. Note that we still have pf = 2.5%
in this case. In fact, when both pc and pf equal to zero, ef is
always around 95% in SEBD. In the previous schemes [4], [6],
ef is generally no more than 85%, even if all the compromised
nodes can be assumed as random faulty ones. Hence, SEBD
has the highest hit rate in the ideal situation as compared to
the previous schemes.

Secondly, Fig. 5 (a) shows that 1) the hit rate ef in
SEBD does not rely on network density; this is because we
intentionally used normalized threshold value in boundary
node detection process. 2) SEBD is very good at detecting
boundary nodes: ef remains to be larger than 55%, when pc

reaches as high as 25% plus 2.5% node fault probability. This
result significantly outperforms any of the previous schemes
[3], [4], [6].

Thirdly, SEBD presents a high security strength as shown
in Fig. 5 (b). When n′ is as low as 20, the false detection rate
ed is still less than 5%, given pc = 10%. And for the same
pc, ed can be kept as low as 30% when n′ = 50. Furthermore,
given n′ = 50, ed increases very slowly as pc increases; ed

equals to only 67%, when pc reaches to 25% plus 2.5% node
fault probability.

Fourthly, Fig. 5 (c) shows that the detected boundary nodes
by SEBD are very close to the defined boundary B. It is shown
that as long as n′ ≥ 25, the normalized mean distances of the
detected boundary nodes are always kept to be around the
ideal value 0.5, given pc ≤ 15%.

In summary, the simulation results shown in Fig. 5 indicate
that 1) SEBD performs well until pc is up to 10%, even
when n′ is as low as 20; 2) SEBD keeps presenting a very
good performance and security strength even when pc goes
up as high as 20%, given a reasonable high n′; 3) SEBD
significantly outperforms the previous schemes in all the three
metrics [4], [6].

Fig. 6 gives several visualized results to illustrate the
performance of SEBD. The left figure gives the performance
of SEBD at low node compromise probability. Clearly, when
pc = 5% and pf = 2.5%, SEBD has a very high hit rate:
ef = 85%. The middle figure gives the performance of
SEBD at medium node compromise probability: ef = 79%,
when pc = 12.5% and pf = 2.5%. Obviously, the detected
event boundaries in both left and right figure are very good
approximations of the real event boundaries as defined in Fig.
1. In the right figure, we can find that as node compromise
probability continues to be higher, the detected boundary
presents a larger false detection rate as compared to the
previous ones. But still, we have ef = 60%, given pc as high
as 25% and pf = 2.5%.

V. EFFICIENCY EVALUATION OF SEBD

Communication Overhead: One can easily see that the
performance of SEBD improves as we require each node to
collect more event measurements from more sensor nodes in
its neighborhood. This is because each node can get more
samples from both the interior and exterior of the event,
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Fig. 6. Simulation results: left): ef = 85% with pc = 5%; middle) ef = 79% with pc = 12.5%; right) ef = 60% with pc = 25%. And pf = 2.5% in
all three cases. ‘*’ denotes the detected boundary nodes, and ‘�’ denotes compromised and faulty nodes.

and makes more accurate estimate in the presence of node
compromise and fault. However, collecting more measure-
ments from more nodes other than the immediate neighbors
incurs much higher communication overhead. As mentioned in
[6], communication overhead increases roughly quadratically
as the neighbor range increases. This will result in a much
higher energy consumption. In SEBD, we assume that the
underlying network is well connected, that is, neighborhood
size is reasonably large to support fine grained collaborative
event detection. Hence, a good energy-accuracy tradeoff is
achieved by letting each node collect the measurements from
their immediate neighbors only. As we have shown in Fig.
5(a), ef is larger than 80% with n′ as low as 20, given pc up
to 10%.

Computation Overhead: SEBD uses very simple arith-
metic computations to obtain the measurement statistics. At
the same time, SEBD also involves some security related
computations: endorsement operation, message authentication
operation, and overall endorsement synthesization operation.
SEBD exploits highly efficient security primitives to construct
these operations: the first two are both realized through highly
efficient MAC algorithm, while the last requires “exclusive or”
operation only. More specifically, to accomplish a boundary
node detection and authentication process, there are up to 2n′

MAC operations required in total. Hence, the computation
costs incurred by the security related operations in SEBD is
light-weight.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have studied a special instance of fault-
tolerant collaborative in-network processing tasks in WSNs,
i.e., distributed event boundary detection. We first introduced
the problem of securing event boundary detection in WSNs for
the applications related to large-scale phenomena monitoring,
and showed how existing boundary detection schemes fail
in adversarial environments. Then, we presented the SEBD
scheme, which withstands many different types of attacks. To
the best knowledge of the authors, SEBD is the first protocol
of its kind to secure event boundary detection in WSNs. Along
with SEBD, we also proposed an enhanced nonparametric
statistic model for localized event boundary detection, which

allows faulty measurement correction and thus achieves higher
performance. The security strength and performance of SEBD
are justified by our extensive analysis and simulations.
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